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 Preface 

      Rarely has a term that represents a  “ soft ”  topic resonated as 
strongly with business executives as employee engagement has 

in recent years. Part of the reason is likely an increased focus on 
human capital as a source of competitive advantage. As technology 
has quickly reduced or eliminated many operational sources of 
competitive advantage, the focus has shifted to human capital as an 
avenue to competitive advantage that is diffi cult to imitate. 

 In addition, the early part of this decade saw enormous increases 
in layoffs;  “ do more with less ”  was the mantra heard by employees 
in countless corporations. Executives in many organizations were not 
only looking for ways to increase the productivity of their workforces, 
but were also attempting to accomplish this with a leaner staff. Thus, 
much of the interest in employee engagement stems from a general 
concern for productivity. Further contributing to the interest are 
general concerns about the viability of today ’ s workforce, particularly 
given the seeming lack of a long - term commitment by companies to 
their employees and the simultaneous control employees have taken 
for their work lives. 1  

 This interest has led to a fl ood of ideas about what can be done to 
harness the  “ discretionary ”  effort of employees. The essential notion 
underlying these ideas is that employees will be more likely to direct 
their efforts toward things that matter for company success if they 
receive more of what management thinks will satisfy employees. 
Consistent with this line of thought, it has become common to regard 
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xvi Preface

concepts such as employee satisfaction and employee engagement as 
equivalent. We take issue with that view and make it clear why such 
an approach leads organizations to misdirect both their time and 
resources. 

 Thus, this book takes a dramatically different approach and shows 
how satisfaction differs from engagement. Whereas satisfaction rep-
resents contentment or satiation, we defi ne engagement in terms that 
connote energy and provide a simple and compelling set of principles 
on which any organization can create and sustain a more engaged 
workforce. Going further, we give practical guidance on how to 
establish the kind of culture that both drives and sustains 
engagement. 

 It is important to recognize that engagement is not about a zero -
 sum game of getting more from employees at less cost. Rather, focus-
ing on employee engagement means facing the challenge of how both 
organizations and employees can simultaneously benefi t  –  a  “ win -
 win ”  scenario of enhanced organizational effectiveness coupled with 
heightened employee well - being. It is our conviction that both are 
not only achievable but likely when a well - designed engagement cam-
paign is defi ned and executed. In the chapters that follow we provide 
the essential background in concept and practice for HR profession-
als, management consultants, and others who advise organizations 
on how to achieve the full benefi ts of competitive advantage through 
employee engagement.      
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